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From Gregory's talk

Groups of �nite Morley rank are groups with a dimension on

de�nable sets

for pure model-theorists: de�nable = in eq, with parameters

In�nite simple groups of �nite Morley rank were conjectured to

be algebraic (Cherlin, Zilber)

Strategy: do �nite group theory (Borovik)

Partial answer under technical assumption (�even type�)

Talk is in �odd type�

G will always stand for a group of �nite MR.
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Groups of odd type

G has odd type if its Sylow 2-subgroups S are

divisible-by-�nite, S◦ ' Zd
2∞

d = Pr2(G) is called the Pruefer rank

Real-life fact: simple alg. group has odd type i� base �eld has

char. 6= 2

Open problem: classify simple groups of odd type

too complicated as �bad� sections could appear

Observation: d measures the size in a loose sense

Real-life fact: only simple alg. group with Pr2(G ) = 1 is

PSL2(K).

Burdges et al. have results for large values of Pr2(G ).
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An extreme form of smallness

When does a simple group of odd type have small Pr2(G )?
When is it PSL2(K)?

De�nition

G is minimal simple (aka �FT� in Jaligot's �rst preprints) if it is

simple but every proper, de�nable, connected subgroup is soluble.

Real-life fact: only minimal simple algebraic group is PSL2(K)

Hopeless problem: classify minimal simple groups

(bad groups would be min. simple)

More realistic: classify min. simple groups of odd type.

We now review Jaligot's work in odd type.
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2000: �FT-Groupes�

FT -groupes

Eric Jaligot

Institut Girard Desargues
UPRES-A 5028 Mathématiques

Université Claude Bernard Lyon-1
43 blvd du 11 novembre 1918

69622 Villeurbanne CEDEX, France

e-mail: jaligot@desargues.univ-lyon1.fr

January 14, 2000

1 Introduction.

Selon la conjecture de Cherlin-Zil’ber, un groupe simple infini de rang de
Morley fini devrait être isomorphe, comme groupe abstrait, à un groupe
algébrique sur un corps algébriquement clos. Ce préprint est dédié à l’étude
d’une classe restreinte de groupes de rang de Morley fini qu’il convient de
classifier :

Définition 1.1. – On appelle FT -groupe tout groupe de rang de Morley
fini connexe, non résoluble et dont les sous-groupes propres, définissables et
connexes sont résolubles.

Un FT -groupe simple G est un groupe de Frobenius complément-rempli
avec pour complément de Frobenius un sous-groupe de Borel de G, ou bien
a deux sous-groupes de Borel distincts avec une intersection infinie ([4],
théorème 5.2). Devant la consistance et les propriétés algébriques bien déter-
minées du premier cas, les arguments d’analyse locale effectués ici ne con-
cernent que le deuxième cas. Ce préprint contient un résultat très partiel,
dans le but d’obtenir un jour une preuve d’une conjecture plus faible que la
conjecture de Cherlin-Zil’ber :

Conjecture - Un FT -groupe simple G est soit un groupe de Frobenius
complément-rempli, avec pour complément de Frobenius un sous-groupe de

1

Theorem (Jaligot, 2000 preprint)

Let G be a minimal connected simple group of

odd type and Pruefer rank 1. Let S be a Sylow

2-subgroup and i ∈ S◦.
Suppose that there exist a Borel subgroup

B ≥ C◦
G

(i) and some B-minimal subgroup

U ≤ B such that C◦
C◦
G

(i)
(U) = 1.

Then G ' PSL2(K) with charK 6= 2.

Real life: B = {upper-triangular
matrices}, U = {strictly upper-triangular
matrices}
Proof by rank computations à la
Borovik-Nesin (CIT-groups)

Jaligot retrieves information on the action
on G/B �Zassenhaus group� and then
applies Nesin's general tools

First result speci�cally in odd type
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A few details on �rank computations�

Consider Γ = PSL2(K) and ι =

(
i 0

0 −i

)
.

Then C ◦Γ (ι) =

{(
∗
∗

)}
<

{(
∗ ∗
∗

)}
= B (Borel)

Goal: �nd some rank estimate on Γ, equiv. C ◦Γ (ι).

Let ω =

(
0 1

−1 0

)
, a conjugate of ι.

Key observation: {β ∈ B : βω = β−1} = C ◦Γ (ι).

Key idea: use {β ∈ B : βω = β−1} throughout.
For generic ω, this set is large.

First issue: not a subgroup!
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2001: �Tame FT-Groups�

Tame FT-groups of Prüfer 2-rank 1

Draft

Departement of Mathematics, Rutgers University
New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903, USA

e-mail: jaligot@math.rutgers.edu

February 23, 2001

1 Introduction

An involution is an element of order 2 in a group.

Theorem 1.1 Let G be a tame simple FT -group of Prüfer 2-rank 1, and S a
Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Then there exists a Borel subgroup B of G containing
S◦ and such that S◦ � F (B)◦ (in particular F (B)0 has no involution).

Theorem 1.2 Let G be a tame simple FT -group of Prüfer 2-rank 1, S a Sylow
2-subgroup of G and i the (unique) involution of S0. If CG(i)

0 is not a Borel
subgroup of G, then G ∼= PSL2(K) for some algebraically closed field K of
characteristic different from 2.

2 Toolbox

Fact 2.1 ([3], lemma 6.3) Let G be a nilpotent group of finite Morley rank. If
H < G is a definable subgroup of infinite index in G, then NG(H)/H is infinite.

Fact 2.2 ([3], ex. 5, p. 98) Let G be a nilpotent group of finite Morley rank.
If H is a normal infinite subgroup of G, then H ∩ Z(G) is infinite.

Fact 2.3 ([9]) Let G be a nilpotent group of finite Morley rank. Then G = D∗C
where D and C are two definable characterisitc subgroups, D is divisible and
B is of bounded exponent. If T is the set of torsion elements of D, then T is
central in D and D = T × N where N is a divisible subgroup. Furthermore C
is the direct sum of its Sylow p-subgroups.

Fact 2.4 ([4]) If T is a p-torus in a group of finite Morley rank G, then
[NG(T ) : CG(T )] is finite.

Fact 2.5 ([8]) Let G be a connected solvable group of finite Morley rank. Then
G/F (B)0 is divisible abelian.

1

Theorem (Jaligot, 2001 preprint)

Let G be a tame minimal connected simple

group of odd type and Pruefer rank 1. Let S be

a Sylow 2-subgroup and i ∈ S◦.
Suppose that C◦

G
(i) is not a Borel subgroup.

Then G ' PSL2(K) with charK 6= 2.

Real life: C◦
G

(i) = {diagonal matrices} is
not a Borel subgroup.

Tameness=�no bad �elds appear�
Used throughout; every time in bold,
upper case.

Jaligot aims a controlling intersections of
Borel subgroups

+ same methods as for J00.
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A few details

The key idea:

Fact

In PSL2(K), Borels meet over tori, no more.

�Jaligot Lemma� template

In minimal simple groups, Borels do not share unipotence.

Key problem: (as of 2001), no good fMR notion of unipotence.
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2004: �Tame Minimal Connected Simple Groups�

Journal of Algebra 276 (2004) 13–79

www.elsevier.com/locate/jalgebra

Tame minimal simple groups of finite Morley rank

Gregory Cherlina,1 and Eric Jaligotb,∗,2

a Department of Mathematics, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ 08903, USA
b Equipe de Logique Mathématique, Université de Paris VII, 75251 Paris, France

Received 4 March 2002

Communicated by Gernot Stroth

Abstract

We consider tame minimal simple groups of finite Morley rank and of odd type. We show that the
Prüfer 2-rank of such a group is bounded by 2. We also find all potential nonalgebraic configurations;
there are essentially four of them, and we delineate them with some precision.
 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The role of groups of finite Morley rank in model theory was first seen in the work of
Zilber onℵ1-categorical theories ([33], cf. [35]). Motivated by a sense that most interesting
structures occur “in nature,” Cherlin and Zilber independently proposed:

Classification Conjecture. A simple infinite group of finite Morley rank is isomorphic as
an abstract group to an algebraic group over an algebraically closed field.

To date there have been three fruitful lines of attack on this problem. First of all, one
may simply attempt to mimic the theory of algebraic groups. The second line of attack is
to embed the problem in model theory proper. The third line, taken here and in numerous
related recent articles, is to see what can be done by the methods of finite group theory,
consisting of local geometrical analysis and some considerations involving involutions

* Corresponding author.
E-mail addresses:cherlin@math.rutgers.edu (G. Cherlin),jaligot@logique.jussieu.fr (E. Jaligot).

1 Supported by NSF Grant DMS 01-00794.
2 Work supported by a “Bourse Lavoisier du Ministère Français des Affaires Etrangères.”

0021-8693/$ – see front matter 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.jalgebra.2003.12.027

Theorem (Cherlin-Jaligot, 2004 paper)

Let G be a tame minimal simple group of

odd type.Then Pr2(G) ≤ 2. Lots of
information on non-algebraic con�gurations.

Mixes many methods (local analysis,
genericity arguments, number theory)

Critical use of tameness (yields some
form of unipotence)

Intersection control made systematic

The Burdges-Cherlin-Jaligot 2007
�milkshake� completes the picture.
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The Monsters

CJ04 reaches three potential non-algebraic con�gurations.

Theorem (CJ04+BCJ07 milkshake)

Let G be a tame minimal simple group of odd type with

G 6' PSL2(K). Then:

Pr2(G ) ≤ 2 and involutions are conjugate;

for i ∈ I (G ), C ◦G (i) is a Borel;

depending on S, three possibilites:
1 S = Z2∞ , not much to say;
2 S = Z2∞ oZ/2Z, Weyl involutions invert C◦

G
(i) (cf. SO3(R));

3 S = Z2

2∞ ; there is w of order 3 permuting involutions in S◦.

No progress towards removing these has been made since.
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First step

Theorem (D. 2007)

Let G be a minimal simple group of odd type. Then, (essentially)

same conclusions as CJ04.

Critical tool: Burdges' unipotence theory to control intersections.

Applications:

a �Jaligot Lemma� in characteristic 0

systematic use of Burdges' �Bender method�

Question

And what about larger groups?
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∗-Local◦◦ solubility

Model Theory and Groups 101

[3] Jean-Marc Gambaudo and Étienne Ghys, Commutators and diffeomorphisms of surfaces,
Ergod. Th. & Dynam. Sys. 24 (2004), 1591–1617.

[4] I. Martin Isaacs, Commutators and the commutator subgroup, Amer. Math. Monthly 84
(1977), no. 9, 720–722.

[5] V. D. Mazurov and E. I. Khukhro (eds.), The Kourovka Notebook: unsolved problems in
group theory, 14th augmented ed., Russian Acad. of Sci. Siber. Div., Inst. Math., Novosi-
birsk, 1999, translated from Russian.

[6] Alexey Muranov, Finitely generated infinite simple groups of infinite commutator width, to
appear in Internat. J. Algebra Comput., arXiv.org preprint: arxiv:math.GR/0608688.

[7] Oystein Ore, Some remarks on commutators, Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. 2 (1951), no. 2,
307–314.

[8] John S. Wilson, First-order group theory, Infinite groups ’94 (Berlin—New York) (Francesco
de Giovanni and Martin L. Newell, eds.), Walter de Gruyter & Co., 1996, Proceedings of
the international conference held in Ravello, Italy, May 23–27, 1994, pp. 301–314.

Groups of Finite Morley Rank with Solvable Local Subgroups

Eric Jaligot

(joint work with Adrien Deloro)

In the Classification of the Finite Simple Groups, the study of finite simple groups
whose proper subgroups are all solvable, the minimal simple groups, has been a
cornerstone in the whole process. The local analysis of these groups, done by J.
Thompson originally for the Odd Order Theorem, has been used to get a classifica-
tion in presence of involutions. This has then been slightly generalized, with only
very few additional groups, to a classification of nonsolvable finite groups in which
normalizers of nontrivial abelian subgroups are all solvable. This full classification
appeared in a series of papers starting with [Tho68]

The work presented here is an analog of this final transfer in the context of
groups of finite Morley rank. Indeed, a large body of results have been obtained
in the last few years concerning solvable and minimal connected simple groups of
finite Morley rank, i.e. connected simple groups of finite Morley rank in which
proper definable connected subgroups are all solvable. The present work can be
considered as a “collapse” on these two classes of the more general class of groups
of finite Morley rank naturally defined by mimicing the finite case. More precisely,
and as we prefer to work with connected groups throughout, we say that a group
of finite Morley rank is

• locally solvable if N(A) is solvable for any nontrivial definable abelian
subgroup A.

• locally◦ solvable if N(A) is solvable for any nontrivial definable connected
abelian subgroup A.

• locally solvable◦ if N◦(A) is solvable for any nontrivial definable abelian
subgroup A.

• locally◦ solvable◦ ifN◦(A) is solvable for any nontrivial definable connected
abelian subgroup A.

De�nition

G is ∗-locally◦◦ soluble if: A 6= 1, de�nable,
connected, soluble ⇒ N◦G (A) soluble

Project announced at Oberwolfach,
January 2007.

Results as well but under much nicer
assumption (close to minimal simple).

Talk is about the project.
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First results

∗-Locally◦◦ soluble project resulted in 3 papers + 1 preprint.

1 general setting and rewriting of Burdges' theory

2 ∗-locally◦◦ soluble groups and involutions

3 measuring Pruefer p-ranks in ∗-locally◦◦ soluble groups

4 DJprep was meant to deal with ∗-locally◦◦ soluble groups of

odd type (and generalise CJ04).
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A parallel

Meanwhile, the American Connection (Burdges-Cherlin-D) worked

on toral automorphisms of min. simple groups with no involutions.

Theorem (BCD, 2009 preprint)

Let G be a minimal simple group with no involutions. Then we

understand de�nable actions of T̂ ' Zd
2∞ on G:

Pr2(T̂ ) = 1;

CG (̂i) is a Borel for î ∈ I (T̂ );

no dihedral group allowed.

Important corollary: PSL2 cannot act on G .
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Metamorphosen

paper size tame? type involutions

J00 min. simple N odd inner

J01 min. simple Y odd inner

CJ04 min. simple Y odd inner

D07 min. simple N odd inner

DJprep Loc◦◦ Sol. N odd inner

BCD09 min. simple N deg. outer
Can one put this all together?
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Part III

De même qu'autrefois nous partions pour la Chine

(Shanghai Express)
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The Shanghai Gesture

Theorem (DJ4)

Let G E Ĝ be de�nable, connected groups of odd type.

Suppose G is ∗-locally◦◦ soluble group. Suppose that for î ∈ I (Ĝ ),
C ◦G (̂i) is soluble.

Then, (essentially) the same conclusions as D07, ie. if

G 6' PSL2(K) then:

Pr2(Ĝ ) ≤ 2 and involutions are conjugate;

for î ∈ I (Ĝ ), C ◦G (̂i) a Borel;

The three monsters + an extra BCD09 monster.
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Portions of the proof

(For the experts):

Study of the Sylow 2-subgroup à la Cotorix

Rank computations in the tradition of J00 and J01.

Algebraic identi�cation now relies on BN pairs (Wiscons)

Concentration argument in an inductive setting
The technical part, also the one that underwent deepest changes.
Claim: if Sylow 2-subgroup is connected then C◦G (̂i) is a Borel
No prior knowledge of Pr2(Ĝ) required!

�Concentration� for both non-abelian and abelian intersections

Strong embedding: copy-paste of the core of the milkshake.

Rest of BCJ07 plays no role: do not consider non-central involutions since

all involutions are central in Borels.
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Last slide

Result will be used to study modules of MR 3 (j.w. Borovik).

Question

Can one classify simple groups no simple sections of which have a

connected Sylow 2-subgroup?

�To Be Continued�

DJ4: Modnet preprint #736
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